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Quick Review - NFPs make our graph more dense
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Conclusions so far

The cortex is more dense than previously reported.

The macaque cortex is not small world because the small
world property disappears when density exceeds 42%.

Newfound projections connect dissimilar areas across long
distances with a highly specific purpose and have an impact
on dominating set analysis.

The authors’ graph is small (29 nodes) but extremely
expensive to obtain (39 monkeys).
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Remaining topics to discuss

The 92% dense core of the cortex

The exponential distance rule (EDR)

Communication efficiency

The bowtie structure of the brain?
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Computing The 92% Dense Core

How do the authors compute the members of the dense core?
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Computing The 92% Dense Core

How do the authors compute the members of the dense core?

They compute cliques (complete subgraphs) of size 10
and include the nodes and the edges between all of the
nodes in the cliques.
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What are the cliques in this graph?
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Cliques!
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Computing cliques

Finding all cliques is expensive. The number of cliques can
grow exponentially in the number of nodes.

Their method? (Reference 83)
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Computing cliques

Finding all cliques is expensive. The number of cliques can
grow exponentially in the number of nodes.

Their method? Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm.
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Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm

Computes maximal cliques in time linear to the total number
of maximal cliques.

Recursive backtracking algorithm.

Given three sets R, P, and X , it finds the maximal cliques
that include all of the vertices in R, some of the vertices in P,
and none of the vertices in X .

P and X are disjoint sets whose union consists of all those
vertices that are joined to every element of R (candidates).

Gradually construct R until there are no elements left in P or
X , then return R as a maximal clique.

Terminate a branch if it cannot lead to a clique (backtrack).
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Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm

R and X are initially the empty set, and P is initialized to be
the entire vertex set of the graph.

Within each recursive call we consider each vertex of P one at
a time.

For each vertex v chosen from P make a recursive call in
which we add v to R and we restrict P and X to the neighbor
set of v . These recursive calls return the clique extensions of
R containing v .

Move v from P to X to exclude it from consideration in
future cliques (X is the set of previously used extensions).

If there are no vertices in P and X is empty, return R as a
maximal clique. If there are no vertices in P and X is not
empty, backtrack.
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Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm Example

The yellow nodes are
in R.

The blue nodes are in
P.

The red node is in X ,
and has already been
used as an extension
in a previous recursive
step.
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Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm Example

We select a candidate
node...
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Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm Example

We select a candidate
node...

and add it to R.
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Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm Example

We compute new sets
P and X based on
whether the previous
nodes are still
connected to every
node in the new R.

We continue
recursively.
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Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm Example

When we return from
the recursion, we
restore the old sets
and add the
candidate we selected
before to X.
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Bron-Kerbosch Algorithm Example

We terminate the
recursion when:

No candidate nodes
in P are left to select.

There is an element
in X connected to all
remaining candidates.

In the first case we’ve
found a clique. In the
second, we terminate
because we will not find a
clique we haven’t seen in a
previous branch.
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Significance of the 92% Dense Core

How many nodes are included in the 92% dense core?
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Significance of the 92% Dense Core

How many nodes are included in the 92% dense core? There
are 17 nodes in the 92% dense core out of the 29 total
nodes in the subgraph were are considering.
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Significance of the 92% Dense Core

How many nodes are included in the 92% dense core? There
are 17 nodes in the 92% dense core out of the 29 total
nodes in the subgraph were are considering.

What does the existence of this core imply about the FIN (91
node graph)? Recall that G29x29 is edge-complete.
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Significance of the 92% Dense Core

How many nodes are included in the 92% dense core? There
are 17 nodes in the 92% dense core out of the 29 total
nodes in the subgraph were are considering.

What does the existence of this core imply about the FIN (91
node graph)? Recall that G29x29 is edge-complete. This
dense core has to be present in the FIN, so the FIN has
a dense core containing these nodes and possibly more.
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Bowtie Structure: For now just look at the core
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Weight-distance Relationship

FLN weights follow a log-normal distribution varying over 5
orders of magnitude. The authors argue this suggests a
relationship between weight and distance of connections.
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Exponential Distance Rule

The exponential distance rule is a model the authors applied
to represent their understanding of where edges exist.

Represented by the equation: fij ≈ p(d) = c · exp(−λd).
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The exponential distance rule is a model the authors applied
to represent their understanding of where edges exist.
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What is the biological intuition behind EDR?
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Exponential Distance Rule

The exponential distance rule is a model the authors applied
to represent their understanding of where edges exist.

Represented by the equation: fij ≈ p(d) = c · exp(−λd).

What is the biological intuition behind EDR? As the
connections in the brain get more distant, the metabolic
(energy) cost of them increases

What is the exponent λ? The spatial decay constant. It
expresses the growth rate of metabolic cost with
distance. The value they use is 0.188 mm−1.
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Exponential Distance Rule

The exponential distance rule is a model the authors applied
to represent their understanding of where edges exist.

Represented by the equation: fij ≈ p(d) = c · exp(−λd).

What is the biological intuition behind EDR? As the
connections in the brain get more distant, the metabolic
(energy) cost of them increases

What is the exponent λ? The spatial decay constant. It
expresses the growth rate of metabolic cost with
distance. The value they use is 0.188 mm−1.

How did they come up with 0.188mm−1? See Ref. 13.
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Exponential Distance Rule

The exponential distance rule is a model the authors applied
to represent their understanding of where edges exist.

Represented by the equation: fij ≈ p(d) = c · exp(−λd).

What is the biological intuition behind EDR? As the
connections in the brain get more distant, the metabolic
(energy) cost of them increases

What is the exponent λ? The spatial decay constant. It
expresses the growth rate of metabolic cost with
distance. The value they use is 0.188 mm−1.

How did they come up with 0.188mm−1? See Ref. 13.
Exponential Least Squares Fitting.
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Exponential Least Squares Fitting (Ref. 13)
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Same Figure in This Paper
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EDR and CDR Graph Models

What is CDR?
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EDR and CDR Graph Models

What is CDR? Constant Distance Rule. A graph model in
which the probability of a projection having a distance d
is constant (λ = 0).
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EDR and CDR Graph Models

What is CDR? Constant Distance Rule. A graph model in
which the probability of a projection having a distance d
is constant (λ = 0).

What did the authors do to show that the cortical structure is
determined by the EDR resource allocation principle?
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EDR and CDR Graph Models

What is CDR? Constant Distance Rule. A graph model in
which the probability of a projection having a distance d
is constant (λ = 0).

What did the authors do to show that the cortical structure is
determined by the EDR resource allocation principle? They
generated two random network models, one for EDR
and one for CDR, and compared their statistical
properties to G29x29.
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Generating the Random Networks (Desc. in Ref. 13)

Choose connection length d according to distance rule p(d).
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Generating the Random Networks (Desc. in Ref. 13)

Choose connection length d according to distance rule p(d).

Pick uniformly at random an area pair (i , j) from the set of
area pairs in the 29x29 matrix of measured distances whose
separation is in the same bin as d .
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Generating the Random Networks (Desc. in Ref. 13)

Choose connection length d according to distance rule p(d).

Pick uniformly at random an area pair (i , j) from the set of
area pairs in the 29x29 matrix of measured distances whose
separation is in the same bin as d .

Insert a connection in the graph from j to i .
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Generating the Random Networks (Desc. in Ref. 13)

Choose connection length d according to distance rule p(d).

Pick uniformly at random an area pair (i , j) from the set of
area pairs in the 29x29 matrix of measured distances whose
separation is in the same bin as d .

Insert a connection in the graph from j to i .

Multiple connections from j to i are allowed, generating the
connections’ weights.
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Generating the Random Networks (Desc. in Ref. 13)

Choose connection length d according to distance rule p(d).

Pick uniformly at random an area pair (i , j) from the set of
area pairs in the 29x29 matrix of measured distances whose
separation is in the same bin as d .

Insert a connection in the graph from j to i .

Multiple connections from j to i are allowed, generating the
connections’ weights.

The process is halted after accumulating the same number of
connections as are present in G29x29.
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Generating the Random Networks (Desc. in Ref. 13)

Choose connection length d according to distance rule p(d).

Pick uniformly at random an area pair (i , j) from the set of
area pairs in the 29x29 matrix of measured distances whose
separation is in the same bin as d .

Insert a connection in the graph from j to i .

Multiple connections from j to i are allowed, generating the
connections’ weights.

The process is halted after accumulating the same number of
connections as are present in G29x29.

They generated 1000 random realizations of each model graph
and compared graph theoretical properties of the average of
the models to G29x29.
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Example Property: Cliques

The authors argue that EDR generates graphs with a core
containing several cliques but the CDR does not.
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Larger Graphic
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Another Property: Global Efficiency

Eg = 1
N(N−1)Σx 6=y

1
rxy

Where rxy is a measure of resistance along an edge defined by:
rxy = minwxy

Σ(i ,j)∈wxy
wij

This is a measure of how efficient the network as a whole is at
moving information.
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Another Property: Local Efficiency

El = 1
NΣi

(
1

ki (ki−1)

)
Σx 6=y∈{i}

(
1

rxy/i

)
Here, ki is the degree of node i .

We remove a node i with all its links and we compute the
average of the resistances between all pairs of its neighbors as
measured through the rest of the network. Then, we average
this value across all nodes i .

Quantifies the degree to which the satellites of a typical city
can communicate via paths that avoid the city.
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Efficiency of Transfer and EDR

The global and local efficiencies of the network (black) are
better tracked by the EDR (red) than the CDR (green).
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Larger Graphic
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Conclusion: EDR More Closely Matches the Data

EDR more closely matches the data for three graph
properties; cliques, global efficiency, and local efficiency.

We reject CDR as a model for G29x29 and accept EDR.

This suggests that the structure of the macaque cortex is
constrained. Connections are more expensive and less
numerous as they get longer.
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Other interesting things about efficiency

The global efficiency of the network does not change until
76% of the weakest edges in the network are removed.

According to the authors, this indicates the existence of a
high bandwidth backbone formed by short-range paths in the
cortex. Do you agree?
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Figure 5EF, High-Bandwidth Backbone
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Brains and Bowties
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Supragranular and Infragranular Layers

The supragranular layers of the cortex are the upper layers
close to the cortical surface.

The infragranular layers are the lower two layers of the cortex.

Evidence suggests these layers are distinct in function
physiologically. The authors indicate that one way to think
about the layers is that the supragranular layer send and
receive signals and the infragranular layer receives those
signals as input and communicates them to extracortical
structures.
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Supragranular and Infragranular Layers

The supragranular layers of the cortex are the upper layers
close to the cortical surface.

The infragranular layers are the lower two layers of the cortex.

Evidence suggests these layers are distinct in function
physiologically. The authors indicate that one way to think
about the layers is that the supragranular layer send and
receive signals and the infragranular layer receives those
signals as input and communicates them to extracortical
structures.

What is the SLN? The fraction of labeled neurons located
in the supragranular layer divided by the total number of
neurons in both the supragranular and infragranular
layers.
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Connections between Periphery and Core

Connections are classified as FF if they had SLN > 0.5 and
FB otherwise.

Connections were also classified as being into or out of the
core.

Streams into the core that were strong FF were designated as
left wing of the bowtie. These streams were correlated with
strong FB from the core.

Otherwise, streams were labeled as right wing.
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Bowtie Structure
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Conclusions

The cortex more dense than previously expected.

The cortex is not small-world.

The cortex has a dense core and long-distance connections
between different functional areas.

The cortex follows a cost-of-wiring-principle (EDR).
Long-range edges are less prevalent and lower-weight.

The cortex graph visually looks like a bowtie.

A high-efficiency network core provides global efficiency of
data transfer that is robust upon removal of 76% of the weak
edges.
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